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Android has launched its latest edition for phones, tablets. It is known as Android 4.0 - Ice Cream
Sandwich. Most popular Android functions for instance simple multitasking, rich updates,
customizable home screens, re-sizable widgets and also powerful interactivity are incorporated in
this newly introduced edition. Modern methods for communication and sharing are furthermore an
element of Android's recently released edition. Android development in UK should take into account
all such functions to construct impressive Android apps.

Mainly because Android 4.0 is aimed to bring the strength of Android to the surface, it makes
general actions extra visible plus users can certainly navigate along with uncomplicated and also
user-friendly gestures. The utilization of stylish animations together with feedback all over the
system makes the interactions more captivating and impressive. A fully latest typeface is improved
for high-resolution and this betters legibility and gives a classy, fashionable experience to the user
interface.

London-based Android development can as well utilize virtual buttons in the System Bar in order to
navigate directly to Back, Home plus Modern Apps. There's a service to dim the System Bar as well
as virtual buttons regarding full-screen viewing even though every single app contain the System
Bar and virtual buttons. Users can access every single application's contextual features in the
Action Bar which are highlighted at the top and at times at the base on the screen.

The reason why users as well as developers equally want Android is because of its potential to let
consumers multitask. Android 4.0 makes this feature less difficult and visible for users. Making use
of the Recent Applications button, customers can certainly go in no time from one task to a different
by using the list in the System Bar. The list shows the thumbnail graphics of the app utilized just
recently and also switch-over to the application can be achieved with hitting a thumbnail.

The Ice Cream Sandwich has rich and interactive updates that keep the users in regular touch
together with incoming messages, play music tracks, see real-time updates and many more. The
devices having smaller-screen show notifications at the top of the display screen while the larger-
screen devices display the notifications in the System Bar.

Now consumers can make the most of group apps along with shortcuts logically with the help of the
modern home screen folders built in the gadget. It is possible by pulling the applications one onto
another. The benefit of it is that the customers receives the option to pull an app to get all
information about the app or in some instances uninstall the application at once as well as eliminate
the pre-installed application.

The home screen shows customizable favorites tray in smaller-screen devices. The customers are
provided with total facility to have an easy access to the application through dragging it, creating
shortcuts, developing folders or various other priority items in the favorites tray displayed on any
home screen.

The home screens of Android 4.0 are crafted to be content-rich and customizable. In addition to
adding more shortcuts, customers can embed live app content directly via interactive widgets.
These widgets do not demand to release applications and permit the users check out e-mail, flip
through a calender, play music, check out social streams and many others right from the home
screen. Because the widgets can be re-sized, users can stretch them to display additional content
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as well as minimize them to save space.

The customers don't need to unlock the screen to make use of the camera or to draw down the
notifications window to check out messages. The lock screens of Android development gives a
service to make this happen with slide lock screen. Listing to music, organizing music tracks and
finding out the album art gets way easier with the help of Android 4.0.
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